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Following is a Speech by Mr, G.M. Garro-Jones M,P*, Parliamentary

Secretary to The Ministry of production at a Glasgow Trades Council

Conference •today at 3 p,m.

In February we had the highest all round rate of output of the

war in ground munitions, I
n

our putput of aircraft also we achieved

new records. The total structure weight of aircraft was higher
than in any previous month and it included an exceptionally

large proportion of four engined bombers.

While our incomparable Royal Air Force was melting out to

Germany punishment on a scale which fits even her crimes,British
aircraft factories were delivering to our aerodromes the means

of even greater retribution. Our output of heavy bombers is

now more than four times that of a year ago, and whereas the

announcement of outputs by multlplication of former undisclosed

outputs was once necessary to conceal our weakness, it has

gradually changed into a prudent reticence to veil the magnitude

and disposition of our Air power.

But we needed for ourselves and our Allies every ounce of effort.

To release or relent now would be to risk all again. In some

classes of war production the peak had been reached and our

effort was being shifted to others. The most vital of those

others was ships and escort ships. The U-boat shipyards were

being whipped into a frenzy of activity by the Nazi war leaders.
The Royal Navy, the merchant seamen, and the shipyard workers

in a tremendous partnership were giving their answer by day
and by night, knowing that their duty to the nation is their duty
to their homes and their children and to everything they hold dear

•

The production Committees of employers and workpeople were

growing in number and enabled the workers to give a contribution

of their brains as well as of their hands. The Minister of

production, Mr, Oliver Lyttleton, wished the Committees well in the

shipyards and engineering firms. Over 3,ooo of them had been established

and the number of workers represented was now close on two and a

half million.

It was essential for their success that they should not be looked

upon as vehicles of complaint or criticism, but as channels of

constructive suggestion. Owing to a long habit of suspicion, it

was not always easy for either side to shift their viewpoint,
and some friction was perhaps unavoidable* The prime Minister a

week or two ago, when asked if there was any friction in the Government,

philosophically replied that friction was a phenomenon which -was

a healthy and almost universal of progress. But it

must not be, allowed like barnacles on a ship to slow it down. These

Committees must show, in every firm and indeed are showing, that

they can remove the barnacles so that production can steam ahead with

a smoother and growing momentum towards the end in view.

Mr Garro-Jones asked the delegates to take back to their men

the Minister’s message of goodwill and his own.
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